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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a Singular-Value-
Decomposition-based variable-resolution Analog to Digital Con-
verter (ADC) bit allocation design for a single-user Millimeter
wave massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output receiver. We de-
rive the optimality condition for bit allocation under a power
constraint. This condition ensures optimal receiver performance
in the Mean Squared Error (MSE) sense. We derive the MSE
expression and show that it approaches the Cramer-Rao Lower
Bound (CRLB). The CRLB is seen to be a function of the analog
combiner, the digital combiner, and the bit allocation matrix. We
attempt to minimize the CRLB with respect to the bit allocation
matrix by making suitable assumptions regarding the structure
of the combiners. In doing so, the bit allocation design reduces
to a set of simple inequalities consisting of ADC bits, channel
singular values and covariance of the quantization noise along
each RF path. This results in a simple and computationally
efficient bit allocation algorithm. Using simulations, we show that
the MSE performance of our proposed bit allocation is very close
to that of the Full Search (FS) bit allocation. We also show that
the computational complexity of our proposed method has an
order of magnitude improvement compared to FS and Genetic
Algorithm based bit allocation of [1].

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid precoding and combining is a common architecture

used with Millimeter wave (mmWave) Massive Multiple-Input

Multiple-Output (MIMO) transceivers [2], [3], [4]. Also, in

mmWave massive MIMO receivers, low-resolution combining

is a popular technique to deal with large power demands by

the Analog to Digital Converters (ADC) [3], [4], [5]. In this

paper, we propose to combine the SVD-based combining with

low-resolution ADCs at the receiver.

In an earlier work, it was shown that for certain channel con-

ditions, the optimal bit allocation across the RF paths is non-

uniform and channel-dependent [1]. Hence, we use a generic

structure to allow non-uniform bit allocation. Our focus in this

work is primarily on the design of ADC bit allocation at the

receiver and hybrid combiners via channel SVD. We assume

that the hybrid precoder design is independent of combiners

and ensure that the optimal hybrid precoders match the right

singular matrix of the MIMO channel [4], [6].
We derive the expression for the MSE of the received,

quantized, and combined vector. Our contributions in this

paper are: (1) we derive the expression for CRLB and show

that the MSE achieves CRLB, and (2) we attempt to minimize

the CRLB with respect to the bit allocation matrix. The bit-

allocation matrix enable variable bit-allocation on the receivers

RF-paths. In doing so, we arrive at the conditions for hybrid

combiners and a simple algorithm for bit allocation with

order of magnitude reduction in computational complexity.

We present the simulation results by computing MSE at

various SNRs using the proposed bit allocation and Full Search

(FS) technique. We simulate the mmWave channel using the

simulator of Shu Sun et. al [7] with 8 and 12 RF Paths. We

use 64 Rx and 32 Tx antenna elements arranged in a Uniform

Linear Array (ULA).

II. SIGNAL MODEL

The signal model for a typical single-user mmWave Mas-

sive MIMO transceiver encompassing a hybrid precoding and

combining is shown in Figure 1. Here, we denote FD and FA

to be the digital and analog precoders, respectively. Similarly,

we represent WH
D and WH

A to be the digital and analog

combiners, respectively. The vector x is an Ns×1 transmitted

signal vector whose average power is unity. Let Nrt and

Nrs denote the number of RF Chains at the transmitter and

receiver, respectively. Also, Nt and Nr represent the number

of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. The channel

matrix H = [hij ] is an Nr ×Nt matrix representing the line

of sight mmWave MIMO channel with properties defined in

[8].

r

✲ ✲ ✲
✻

✛✛✛

✲

✛ WH
A

Qb(z)WH
D
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x̃x

HFAFD

ỹ zy
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Fig. 1. Signal Model

The transmitted signal x̃ and the received signal r are

represented as

x̃ = FAFDx,

r = Hx̃+ n.
(1)

Here, n is an Nr × 1 noise vector of independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian random vari-

ables such that n ∼ CN (0, σ2
nINr

). The received symbol

vector r is analog-combined with WH
A to get z = WH

A r
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and later digitized using a variable-bit quantizer to produce

ỹ = Qb(z) = Wα(b)z + nq. This signal is later combined

using the digital combiner WH
D to produce the output signal

y = WH
D ỹ. The quantizer is modeled as an Additive Quan-

tization Noise Model (AQNM) [9], [10]. However, when we

extend this model to allocate unequal ADC bits (1-4) across

Ns RF paths, the AQNM model Qb(z) can be written as

Qb(z) = Wα(b)z + nq [1], [11]. Vector nq is the additive

quantization noise which is uncorrelated with z and has a

Gaussian distribution: nq ∼ CN (0,D2
q) [9], [10], [11].

Hence, the relationship between the transmitted signal vec-

tor x and the received symbol vector y at the receiver is given

by

y = WH
DWα(b)W

H
AHFAFDx+WH

DWα(b)W
H
An

+WH
Dnq.

(2)

The dimensions of matrices indicated in Figure 1 are as

follows: FD ∈ CNrt×Ns , FA ∈ CNt×Nrt , H ∈ CNr×Nt ,

WH
A ∈ CNrs×Nr , WH

D ∈ CNs×Nrs and Wα(b) ∈ RNrs×Nrs .

We have Wα(b) as the diagonal bit allocation matrix. We

intend to design the precoders FD and FA, and Combiners

WH
D and WH

A , along with the ADC bit allocation Wα(b) for

a given channel realization H. We assume that we have perfect

CSI at the transmitter. We further assume that the number of

RF paths Nrs on the receiver is the same as the number of

parallel data streams Ns, i.e., Nrs = Ns. The analysis is easy

to extend and similar for the case Nrs 6= Ns.

A. Precoder Design

The hybrid precoding and combing techniques for systems

employing phase shifters in mmWave transceiver architectures

impose some constraints on them. The constraint is to have

unit norm entries in the analog precoders and combiners, that

is FA and WH
A , respectively. Given the number of constraints

we have on the designing these matrices; solving them is quite

complicated. Hence, we propose to design the precoder and

combiner separately. For the precoder design, we employ the

technique used in [4], [6]. Let the SVD of the channel matrix

H be

H = UΣFH
opt,

where U ∈ C
Nr×Ns ,Σ ∈ R

Ns×Ns ,Fopt ∈ C
Nt×Ns .

(3)

The hybrid precoders are derived upon solving the optimiza-

tion problem [6] stated below.

(Fopt
A ,Fopt

D ) = argmin
︸ ︷︷ ︸

FD ,FA

‖Fopt − FAFD‖F ,

such that FA ∈ FRF , ‖FDFA‖
2
F = Ns.

(4)

The set FRF is the set of all possible analog precoders

that correspond to hybrid precoder architecture based on phase

shifters. This includes all possible Nt × Nrt matrices with

constant magnitude entries.

B. Combiner and Bit-allocation Design

We now design the combiners such that the MSE of the

received, quantized and combined vector is minimized. Having

designed the precoders in the previous section such that Fopt ≈
FAFD with the constraints in (4), we can rewrite (2) as

y = WH
DWα(b)W

H
AUΣx+WH

DWα(b)W
H
An

+WH
Dnq.

(5)

Using (5) we derive the expression for MSE δ as

δ , tr (E[(y − x)2])

MSE(x) = E[(y − x)2]

MSE(x) = p(K− INs
)2 + σ2

nGGH +WH
DD2

qWD,

(6)

where K = WH
DWαW

H
AUΣ, E[xxH ] = pINs

,G =
WH

DWαW
H
A , E[nnH ] = σ2

nINr
, E[nqnq

H ] = D2
q ,D

2
q =

WαW1−αdiag[WH
AH(WH

AH)H + INrs
], E[nnq

H ] = 0.

We intend to design the combiners WH
A and WH

D and the

bit allocation matrix Wα(b) such that the MSE in (6) is

minimized. Thus we set K = INs
, which gives GGH = Σ−2.

Hence, the MSE(x) in (6) is reduced to:

MSE(x) = σ2
nΣ

−2 +WH
DD2

qWD. (7)

The first term of MSE(x) in (7) is channel-dependent, and

the only design parameter we have in our control to minimize

MSE(x) is to ensure that the second term WH
DD2

qWD van-

ishes. Thus, the combiners and bit allocation matrix needs to

be designed with the condition given as:

K = WH
DWα(b)W

H
AUΣ = INs

,

such that WH
DD2

qWD = 0.
(8)

This is a hard problem to solve for WH
A , WH

D , and Wα(b).
Thus, we take a slightly different approach. We will prove

(theorem 1) that (7) is indeed the Minimum MSE (MMSE) that

can be achieved for a given WH
A , WH

D , Wα(b), and channel

H. This is accomplished by deriving the expression for the

CRLB for estimating x, given the observation y. Secondly,

we view the CRLB as a function of design parameters WH
A ,

WH
D , and Wα(b), and minimize the CRLB to design them

[12].

Theorem 1. If MSE(x) is the Mean Square Error matrix

as defined in (7), and if x̂ is the estimate of x given the

observation y in (5) for a given fixed H, WH
A , WH

D , Wα(b),
then there exists an estimator that is efficient. That is, MSE(x)
achieves the CRLB I−1(x̂) under similar conditions, in other

words MSE(x) is indeed MMSE.

Proof. We look at the problem in (5) as an Estimation prob-

lem, such that we need to estimate x given y is observed;

given that WH
A , WH

D , Wα(b) are fixed. For simplicity of

notation, we will write Wα(b) as Wα. Now, we will rewrite

the (5) as

y = Kx+ n1 (9)



where K = WH
DWαW

H
AUΣ, and n1 = WH

DWαW
H
An +

WH
Dnq. We know that n and nq are Gaussian random vectors,

with the following statistics:

n ∼ N (0, σ2
nINr

),

nq ∼ N (0,D2
q).

(10)

The statistical distribution of n1 is given by:

E[n1] = WH
DWαW

H
AE[n] +WH

DE[nq] = 0, (11)

σ2
n1

= E[(n1 − E[n1])
2] = E[n1n1

H ]

= σ2
nGGH +WH

DD2
qWD.

(12)

Thus, the statistics of n1 follows:

n1 ∼ N (0, (σ2
nGGH +WH

DD2
qWD)). (13)

It is noted that G is an Ns ×Nr matrix with Nr ≫ Ns. It

is safe to assume that G has a full row Rank and its pseudo

inverse exists [13].

Equation (9) can be seen as a linear model, in which we

intend to estimate x, given the observation y. We can express

the conditional probability distribution of y given x as [14]

p(y|x) ∼
1

(2πσ2
n1
)

Ns
2

exp

{

−
1

2σ2
n1

(y −Kx)H(y −Kx)

}

.

(14)

From (9) and (14), it is straightforward to see that the

“regularity conditions” are satisfied, and hence for such a

linear estimator, we can write [14] the expression for the CRLB

as

I−1(x̂) = (KHC−1K)−1, (15)

where C is the noise covariance matrix of n1 as given in (13).

Substituting K and C in (15), we arrive at

I−1(x̂) = (KHC−1K)−1

= σ2
nΣ

−2 +K−1WH
DD2

qWD(K
H)−1.

(16)

Now, on setting K = INs
, the expression for the CRLB is

simplified to

I−1(x̂) = σ2
nΣ

−2 +WH
DD2

qWD. (17)

Thus, for a given WH
A , WH

D and Wα, we see that the

expression for CRLB in (17) is the same as the MSE(x) in

(7). Hence, MSE(x) in (7) is indeed MMSE. �

1) Minimizing the CRLB: Given the fact that the MMSE

derived using (7) achieves CRLB for fixed design parameters,

we now intend to design the combiners WA, WD and bit

allocation Wα by minimizing the CRLB [12]. Referring to

(16), we wish to have I−1(x̂) vanish or gets close to zero:

I−1(x̂) = σ2
nΣ

−2 +K−1WH
DD2

qWD(KH)−1 ≈ 0. (18)

Substituting K into (18) and simplifying the equation, we

arrive at

σ2
nΣ

−2 +Σ−1UH(WH
A )−1W−1

α D2
qW

−1
α W−1

A UΣ−1 ≈ 0.
(19)

Phase shifters or splitters impose constraints on the design

of the analog combiner WH
A [4]. We will denote the con-

strained analog combiner as W̃H
A . The imperfections in the

analog combiner are compensated by the digital combiner:

WH
A = WDW̃H

A . (20)

We also would like to design the actual analog combiner

W̃H
A and the digital combiner WD, such that:

WH
A =UH = WDW̃H

A ;

or U = W̃AW
H
D .

(21)

The analog and digital combiner can now be designed

more easily. We start with WH
A = UH , then we adjust the

W̃H
A and WD to meet the necessary constraints.

To design the bit allocation, we substitute (21) in (19) to

arrive at

I−1(x̂) = Σ−2

[

σ2
nINs

+W−2
α D2

q

]

≈ 0. (22)

In order to satisfy (22), the condition for the bit allocation

becomes:

Σ2 ≫ σ2
nINs

+W−2
α D2

q. (23)

Since Σ2, W2
α and D2

q are diagonal matrices, we can rewrite

(23) as a set of Ns inequalities:

σi
2 ≫ σ2

n +
f(bi)

1− f(bi)
(1 +wH

Ai
hi

HhiwAi
),

for 1 ≤ i ≤ Ns,

(24)

where σi is the diagonal element of Σ, σ2
n is the noise

power, f(bi) is the ratio of the Mean Square Quantization

Error (MQSE) and the power of the symbol for a non-

uniform MMSE quantizer with bi bits along the RF path i,
i = 1, 2, ..Ns [11]. The values for f(bi) are indicated in the

Table I . wAi
and hi are the ith column of the matrix WA

and HH , respectively.

bi 1 2 3 4 5

f(bi) 0.3634 0.1175 0.03454 0.009497 0.002499

TABLE I
VALUES OF f(bi) FOR DIFFERENT ADC QUANTIZATION BITS bi

C. Algorithm Description for bit allocation

We need to satisfy all the Ns inequalities in (24) to attain

the optimal bit allocation. However, it would not be possible

to attain optimal bit allocation, given the number of bits and

the power budget. In such scenarios, we would make a best

effort approach to satisfy the set of equations in (24) and the

solution would be the best solution given the bits and power

constraints.



For a given Ns, we first form a super set Bset of all possible

bit allocations [1] that satisfy the given ADC power budget

PADC as

Bset , {bj = [bj1, bj2, . . . , bjN ]
T

for 0 ≤ j < 4Ns |

1 ≤ bji ≤ 4 and

N∑

i=1

cfs2
bji ≤ PADC}.

(25)

We incorporate a gain term Kf (bi) for a given bit bi on RF

path i into the set of equations in (24) such that

Kf(bi) ,
σ2
i

σ2
n + f(bi)

1−f(bi)
(1 +wH

Ai
hi

HhiwAi
)
. (26)

For a given bit allocation bj in Bset, we denote

Kf (bj) ,

Ns∑

i=1

[

σ2
i

σ2
n + f(bi)

1−f(bi)
(1 +wH

Ai
hi

HhiwAi
)

]

. (27)

We select b ∈ Bset to maximize Kf(bj) and declare that as the

desirable bit allocation solution. The Algorithm is described

in Algorthm 1.

Algorithm 1 CRLB-based Bit Allocation

procedure CRLB-BASED BIT ALLOCA-

TION(H,WA,Σ, Bset, Ns, f(·), σ2
n)

H← MIMO channel

WA ← Combiners designed as per (21)

Σ← Matrix containing singular values σi

Bset ← Bit allocations adhering to ADC power budget

Ns ← Number of spatial-multiplexed paths

f(·)← Quantization error lookup table

σ2
n ← AWG Noise power

for j=0;j++ ;until j<size of Bset do

Kf (bj) = 0
for i=0;i++ ;until i<Ns do

Kf (bj)← Kf (bj) +
σ2
i

σ2
n+

f(bi)

1−f(bi)
(1+w

H
Ai

hi
HhiwAi

)

end for

end for

index← max(Kf )
b← Bset at index
return b ⊲ Optimal Bit Allocation Vector

end procedure

III. TEST SETUP AND SIMULATION RESULTS

We simulate the mmWave channel using the NYUSIM

channel simulator with the configurations specified in Table II
[7]. We strengthen the singular value on the dominant channel

to simulate a strong scatterer [15]. With this simulated channel,

we use Ns = 8 or Ns = 12 strong channels (RF paths) to

spatially multiplex 64 QAM data symbols.

With the above channel, we run the FS technique to arrive at

the optimal bit allocation and compute the MSE δ. We do this

at various SNRs. This simulation is shown in pink for Ns = 8
and Ns = 12 in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. Similarly,

we run the simulation to arrive at the bit allocations using our
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Fig. 2. MSE δ vs. SNR for Ns = 8 for all 1-bit, 2-bit, FS and CRLB-based
simulation runs
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Fig. 3. MSE δ vs. SNR for Ns = 12 for all 1-bit, 2-bit, FS and CRLB-based
simulation runs

proposed approach. The simulation of MSE δ at various SNRs

are plotted in black. In both situations, we set the ADC power

budget to be the power consumed on having 2-bit ADCs on

all RF paths. We constraint the ADC bit resolution between

1 and 4 bits. Figures 2 and 3 also has simulations of MSE

performance at various SNRs on having all 2-bit ADCs (red

plots), all 1-bit ADCs (blue plots), and no quantization (green

plots). Table III and Table IV summarizes the computational

complexities of FS, GA and our proposed algorithm. Table III

captures the number of evaluations of MSE δ in (6) required

for FS Algorithm and GA, and the number of evaluations of

gains Kf(bj) in (27) for CRLB-based algorithm to arrive at

the solution.

The evaluation of MSE δ requires computation of y in (5)

which requires multiple matrix multiplications with signal vec-

tor of order Ns in the least. Hence, computational complexity



Parameters Value/Type

Frequency 28Ghz

Environment Line of sight

T-R seperation 100m

TX/RX array type ULA

Num of TX/RX elements Nt/Nr 32/64

TX/RX antenna spacing λ/2
TABLE II

CHANNEL PARAMETERS FOR NYUSIM MODEL [7]

Number of
RF paths

FS
algorithm

GA CRLB-
based

algorithm

Num. of
MSE

evaluation
γ. O(N2

s )

Num. of
MSE

evaluation
γ. O(N2

s )

Num. of
Kf (bj)

evaluations
µ. O(Ns)

8 1878 324 1878

12 133253 2025 133253

TABLE III
NUMBER OF MSE δ EVALUATIONS OF FS, GA AND NUMBER OF Kf

EVALUATIONS OF CRLB-BASED ALGORITHM

Number
of RF
paths

Number of complex Number of complex

multiplications§ additions§

FS GA CRLB-
based

FS GA CRLB-
based

8
1622592 279936 864 1592544 274752 760

13146†

12
179092032 2721600 1296 175893960 2673000 1140

1465783†

§ See Appendix below for details. † Real additions

TABLE IV
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY IN TERMS OF TOTAL NUMBER OF

MULTIPLICATIONS AND ADDITIONS

of MSE δ is O(N2
s ). However, the computation of Kf (bj) in

(27) requires 2 dot product evaluations of size Nt and Nr, Ns

times. Hence its computational complexity is O(Ns). Thus,

the CRLB-based bit allocation brings down the computational

complexity compared to the FS algorithm and GA by an order

of magnitude.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we derive an ADC bit allocation algorithm

based on channel SVD computation. This is derived based

on the minimization of the CRLB expression seen to be a

function of the hybrid combiners and bit allocation matrices.

By simulation of the mmWave channel based on [7], we

observe that the MSE performance of the receiver based on

the proposed bit allocation algorithm matches very closely

with that of the FS method. Comparing the computational

complexity of the proposed bit allocation method with FS

and GA methods, it is observed that the proposed CRLB-

based technique has significant computational advantage with

an MSE performance matching the FS technique.
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